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Abstract: An Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is a vital component of smart cities due to
the growing number of vehicles year after year. In the last decade, vehicle detection, as a primary
component of ITS, has attracted scientific attention because by knowing vehicle information (i.e., type,
size, numbers, location speed, etc.), the ITS parameters can be acquired. This has led to developing
and deploying numerous deep learning algorithms for vehicle detection. Single Shot Detector (SSD),
Region Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN), and You Only Look Once (YOLO) are three popular
deep structures for object detection, including vehicles. This study evaluated these methodologies on
nine fully challenging datasets to see their performance in diverse environments. Generally, YOLO
versions had the best performance in detecting and localizing vehicles compared to SSD and RCNN.
Between YOLO versions (YOLOv8, v7, v6, and v5), YOLOv7 has shown better detection and classifi-
cation (car, truck, bus) procedures, while slower response in computation time. The YOLO versions
have achieved more than 95% accuracy in detection and 90% in Overall Accuracy (OA) for the classi-
fication of vehicles, including cars, trucks and buses. The computation time on the CPU processor
was between 150 milliseconds (YOLOv8, v6, and v5) and around 800 milliseconds (YOLOv7).

Keywords: Intelligent Transportation System (ITS); road traffic surveillance; vehicle detection and
localization; deep neural network structures; highway cameras; smart cities

1. Introduction

Nowadays, having a robust and efficient Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is a
key component of metropolises in relation to (1) dropping consuming fuels, (2) monitoring
the emission of carbon dioxide, (3) reducing time wasted behind stop lights, (4) optimizing
traffic flow, (5) extending the life of road infrastructures, and noticeably, (6) rationalizing
parking space [1,2]. ITS proposes solutions for not only environmental issues like air
pollution, but also other issues like time-wasting and costs maintenance when modeling;
therefore, urban planners use ITS mainly for environmental concerns, traffic congestion, and
economic purposes [3–5]. In addressing environmental concerns, the air quality index will
increase if vehicles, especially private cars, spend less time waiting at red lights, as vehicles
tend to produce more emissions when stopping. It reduces carbon dioxide emission, as
the largest factor in producing greenhouse gas [6]. By counting and tracking vehicles, ITS
can predict intersections’ density for controlling traffic light systems and easing traffic
jams [3,7]. Therefore, an efficient and smooth transportation system is achieved as a result.
As estimated by UNICEF, traffic congestion wastes more than USD 100 billion annually,
whether by private or state organizations (www.UNICEF.org, accessed on 12 September
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2023). Consequently, there are chances of individuals being badly injured in a crash, which
will raise problems like individuals’ mental and physical health or heavier financial burden.

Recently, the objective of obtaining an efficient ITS is closer to reality due to the ad-
vancements in data transmission by fifth Generation (5G) wireless technology [8,9]. This
technology transmits information with a speed of between 15 to 20 Gbps (Giga bytes per sec-
ond), with a latency 10 times better than that of 4G [10]. In addition, advancements in cloud
computing systems and Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) attract researchers’ attention and
enable them to monitor urban dynamics in real time [11]. Therefore, these developments
in hardware and data transmission provide an opportunity to enhance ITS structures and
implement state-of-art methodologies such as deep learning neural networks for vehicle
detection [12]. Vehicle detection is a prominent stage of ITS construction [1,13]. Deep
learning algorithms have shown very impressive performances in object detection and
classification using a great variety of resources, such as radiometric images [14,15], Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) point clouds [16,17], and one-dimensional signals [18].
Face recognition, self-driving vehicles, and language translation are three popular applica-
tions of deep learning algorithms [19]. On the other hand, these algorithms are supervised
and need huge training datasets to detect objects.

Besides the challenges met by deep learning algorithms, a considerable positive side
is vehicle detection, as the most important parameter of ITS [20]. Knowing vehicles’
locations can enable us to measure any relevant component of a smart city or traffic
(i.e., density, traffic flow, speed). Consequently, various deep learning structures have
been proposed for vehicle detection, based on the four popular ITS methodologies of
cameras [21], LiDAR point clouds [22], wireless magnetics [23] and radar detectors [13].
In ITS, cameras have shown the most efficient and accurate performance due to their
ability to record contextual information, cover a larger area and be affordable, and, notably,
they are the only tool that can achieve license plate recognition in illegal situations [2,24].
Most importantly, deep learning structures work on two-dimensional camera images, and
do not require any transformation space between image sequences and deep learning
layers [25]. This adaptability between camera images and deep learning layers results
in the development of numerous algorithms for vehicle detection. Although several
morphological procedures, such as opening, have been suggested for vehicle detection,
their high sensitivity to illumination changes and weather conditions has made them
obsolete [24].

Generally, the deep learning algorithms that have been used most widely in vehicle
detection are (i) Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [26], (ii) Region-Based Convolutional
Neural Network (RCNN) [27], and lastly (iii), You Only Look Once (YOLO) [28]. Each of
these algorithms has its own benefits and drawbacks in object detection and localization.
For example, Faster RCNN, which is a branch of RCNN, shows a better performance in
the detection of small-scale objects, while it is not suitable for real-time object detection,
unlike SSD and YOLO (www.towardsdatacience.com, accessed on 12 September 2023).
Developers have released eight versions of YOLO (e.g., YOLOv1), four versions of RCNN
(i.e., RCNN, Mask, Fast, and Faster RCNN) and two SSD versions (i.e., SSD 512 and SSD
300) since 2015 [24,29,30]. For training these methodologies, various free-access benchmark
datasets such as COCO, ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), and
PASCAL VOC, comprising more than 300,000 images, were used. A great variety of objects,
ranging from vehicles to animals, have been covered in recognition applications. Since
these algorithms have shown their excellent performance in object detection, researchers
have used the acquired weights of these deep learning algorithms in other fields, such as
the detection of sidewalk cracks [31], fish [31], and weeds [32]. This has been referred to as
transfer learning.

Kim, Sung [30] made a comparison between SSD, Faster RCNN, and YOLOv4 in
the context of detecting vehicles on road surfaces. Private cars, mini-vans, big vans, mini-
trucks, trucks and compact cars were set as the vehicle classes. The weights of deep learning
algorithms were adjusted by their training data. They concluded that the SSD had the

www.towardsdatacience.com
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fastest performance, at 105 FPS (frame per second), while YOLOv4 reached the highest
classification accuracy, at around 98%. In a creative way, Li, Zhang [33] used SSD, RCNN
and YOLOv3 for transfer learning in the field of agricultural greenhouse detection. They
used high-resolution satellite images provided by Gaofen-2 with a spatial resolution of 2 m.
In this case, YOLOv3 achieved the highest performance in terms of both computational
time and acquired accuracy. Azimjonov and Özmen [34] suggested that if YOLO can be
combined with machine learning classifiers such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), the
final effect of YOLO on highway video cameras would increase sharply from about 57% to
around 95%.

Similarly, Han, Chang [35] increased YOLO’s accuracy by adding low and high fea-
tures to the YOLO network. The new network was called O-YOLOv2 and was evaluated
via application to a KITTI dataset, achieving around 94% accuracy. The studies of [7,36,37]
used SSD and RCNN in multi-object recognition, including vehicles.

In summary, previous studies have tried to assess the abovementioned deep learning
algorithms in various fields, particularly vehicle recognition, but there are still significant
gaps in their application for transportation system purposes. This means that these deep
learning structures have rarely been applied to highway cameras in challenging situations
such as nighttime. Indeed, this was the main motivation of this study, because vehicles can
hardly be seen on nighttime images. Previous works did not consider occlusion situations,
wherein parts of vehicles were not recorded by cameras. As occlusion may frequently
occur on busy roads, the algorithms should be robust in this context. Also, huge amounts
of training data and cloud computing systems were used, which is neither time-efficient
nor affordable. We have shown that there is no need to use and collect training data in
order to improve the efficiency of the mentioned deep learning algorithms. In addition,
illumination changes are a main challenge that has been mostly ignored by previous studies.
Since ITS should be robust and usable 24 h a day, the algorithms should show acceptable
performance at any time of the day and night. Finally, previous studies have rarely tested
their methodologies, including YOLO, SSD and RCNN, on diverse weather conditions
such as snowy and rainy days.

This study evaluates the state-of-the-art YOLO, RCNN, and SSD methodologies by
application to image sequences captured by highway cameras to detect and classify vehicles.
The algorithms must be able to detect any vehicle’s state, whether this be shape, color,
or even size. Noticeably, video cameras also record information during both night and
daytime. Consequently, the key contribution of this study is in making a clear comparison
between SSD, RCNN, and YOLO when applied to highway cameras in the following ways:

• Providing the most challenging highway videos. To make an acceptable assessment,
they must cover various states of vehicles, such as occlusion, weather conditions (i.e.,
rainy), low- to high-quality video frames, and different resolutions and illuminations
(images collected during the day and at night). Also, the videos must be recorded
from diverse viewing angles with cameras installed on top of road infrastructures, in
order to determine the best locations. Section 2 covers this first contribution;

• Making a comprehensive comparison between the deep learning algorithms in terms
of acquiring accuracy in both vehicle detection and classification. The vehicles are
categorized into the three classes of car, truck, and bus. The computation time of the
algorithms is also assessed to determine which one presents a better potential usability
in real-time situations. Section 3 covers this second contribution.

2. Traffic Video Data

The organization “Ministère des Transports et de la Mobilité durable du Québec”,
located in the Province of Quebec, Canada, has established numerous online highway
cameras. Figure 1 shows nine samples of images acquired with those cameras. The cameras
work 24 h a day, covering multiple road lanes under all illumination and weather conditions.
Therefore, these cameras are fairly suitable for use in our assessment of the deep learning
structures relevant to vehicle detection and localization on highways. The vehicles appear
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relatively small on the images, which offer little contextual information due to the distance
of the cameras from the road surface and the low resolution of the camera. The dimension
of each frame is 352× 240, and the images were recorded on 14 January 2023.
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In order to perform a comprehensive assessment of the methodologies, the processed
highway videos should cover as many road challenges as possible. Therefore, the next high-
quality image datasets were downloaded from YouTube and KAGGLE (www.kaggle.com,
accessed on 12 September 2023) platforms (Figure 2). As can be seen in Figure 2, datasets
IV and V include numerous vehicles, ranging from cars to buses, shown at night time.
The main attribute of these two datasets is that the vehicles’ headlights are on, and the
vehicles are moving fast in both directions. In other datasets, the cameras are relatively
close to the cars on the roads, which results in the collection of more contextual information.
Also, the angle of view of some of the cameras (i.e., dataset VII) is not perpendicular
to the road infrastructure. This means that vehicles are recorded from a side view, and
this increases the complexity of the environments considered. Shawon [38] released a
video on KAGGLE, which is an online community platform for data scientists, in order
to monitor traffic flow (dataset II). These cameras produce images with a resolution of
1364 × 768 pixels at a frequency of 25 FPS. This high-quality video includes various British
vehicles ranging from commercial trucks to private cars. Another positive side of this video
is that the vehicles therein move on two separate roads in opposite directions, meaning
that the algorithms evaluate front and rear vehicle views. This video also provides more of
the contextual information of on-road vehicles, which may enable better vehicle detection
and classification. Another British highway dataset was released by Shah [39] including
frequent challenging traffic flow types (Dataset III). Table 1 provides a summary of the
information of the selected datasets in terms of pixel resolution, time of recording, etc. In
the “Section 5.1”, we provide precise and in-depth explanations about why these datasets
have been chosen.

www.kaggle.com
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Table 1. Specification attributes of the selected datasets.

Dataset Day/Night Frames FPS Height Width Rear/Front Quality
Angle

of View
(AoV)

Link (accessed on
12 September 2023)

Dataset
I Both 2250 15 352 240 Both Low

Vertical-
Low-
High

https://www.quebec
511.info/fr/Carte/De

fault.aspx

Dataset
II Day 1525 25 1364 768 Both Medium Low

https://www.kaggle.c
om/datasets/shawon
10/road-traffic-video

-monitoring

Dataset
III Day 250 10 320 240 Rear Low Vertical

https://www.kaggle.c
om/datasets/aryash
ah2k/highway-traffic

-videos-dataset
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Table 1. Cont.

Dataset Day/Night Frames FPS Height Width Rear/Front Quality
Angle

of View
(AoV)

Link (accessed on
12 September 2023)

Dataset
IV Night 61,840 30 1280 720 Both Very High Vertical

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=xEtM1I

1Afhc

Dataset
V Night 178,125 25 1280 720 Both Low Vertical

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iA0Tgn

g9v9U
Dataset

VI Day 62,727 30 854 480 Rear Medium Vertical https://youtu.be/Q
uUxHIVUoaY

Dataset
VII Day 9180 30 1920 1080 Front Very High Low

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=MNn9

qKG2UFI&t=7s
Dataset

VIII Day 107,922 30 1280 720 Front High High https://youtu.be/T
W3EH4cnFZo

Dataset
IX Day 1525 25 1280 720 Both High Vertical

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=wqct

LW0Hb_0&t=10s

3. Deep Learning Methodologies Applied to Vehicle Detection

The deep neural network structures generally comprise training data, region proposals,
feature extraction, layer selection, and classifiers. Figure 3 presents an overview of a deep
learning structure used for detecting and identifying a pattern or object in an image.
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Training Data

Deep learning algorithms are mostly supervised and require pre-defined data, mean-
ing that the images of vehicles, as the research focus of this study, should first be provided
to the deep learning network. This process is undertaken by drawing boxes around each
known object, such as in Figure 4a. As long as the training data are comprehensive and
cover any vehicle state, ranging from color to type, the algorithm will detect vehicles pre-
cisely. In relation to this, various inclusive free-access datasets have been released; COCO
(Common Objects in Common) and ILSVRC (Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge)
are two samples thereof. These are widely used as benchmark datasets in computer vision.
They contain labeled images featuring diverse object categories, object annotations, and
segmentation masks for object detection and recognition tasks. Figure 4b shows 400 pre-
defined images from COCO, which include humans, animals, houses, and vehicles. In
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order to improve the amount of data and the model’s prediction accuracy, augmentation is
suggested, which applies varying angular and rotation steps to the original data [41]. This
also results in reducing the cost of labeling data, and generates variability and flexibility.
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Region Proposals

Traditional algorithms have sought to assess individual pixels from the inputted
images for the sake of object detection and localization. This process was shown to be time-
consuming due to the required analysis of thousands of pixels by deep layer networks. The
state-of-the-art methodologies represent several solutions to finding the candidate pixels,
instead of evaluating pixel-by-pixel. For instance, the two SSD and YOLO methods divide
the input images into grids of the same length. This process will reduce the computation
time sharply as it analyzes only a few cells, instead of thousands of pixels. Assume image I
has dimensions of 300× 300, and the grid of SSD is 8× 8. The computation process will be
decreased from approximately 9× 104 (300× 300) to 64.

Feature Extraction

Convolutional layers (Conv) represent a popular feature extraction process because
they can be used for calculating features without any human supervision. In addition, the
convolutional layers prevent overfitting, which is a noticeable problem in machine learning
algorithms, as they introduce flexibility in feature learning. A sample of feature extraction
model VGG16 is shown in Figure 5a. Via trial and error, researchers have found the
optimal convolution size, for example, 3× 3 in SSD. Since these layers may feature negative
values, an activation function is considered. Various activation functions (Equations (1)–(3))
have been proposed, and ReLU (Equation (1)) is an example thereof. The ReLU converts
the negative values of the convolutional layers into zero. To reduce the huge volume of
convolution layers, the two steps of max pooling and stride are required, as shown in
Figure 5b.

ReLU : f (x) =
{

x x ≥ 0
0 x < 0

}
(1)

Sigmoid : σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x (2)

Hyperbolic Tangent : Tanh =
sinhx
coshx

=
ex − e−x

ex + e−x (3)

where x is the value of the convolution layer’s outputs.

www.coco.org
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Layer Selection and Classifier

After feature extraction and pooling, the remaining features are flattered and fed
into the deep-layer neurons. For each neuron, a feature is assigned. Afterward, a full
connectivity (FC) neural network, which links a neuron to all the neurons in the adjacent
layer, is considered. Next, a classifier, which can operate by machine learning, such as
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) or a probabilistic model, is required to determine the
object type. This classifier assigns a value of {0, 1} for each object of interest, whereby the
image class has the highest score. To achieve the best performance in object detection and
localization, a Back Propagation (BP) step is needed, which measures the weights between
neurons and loss functions. The most popular loss functions are maximum likelihood, cross
entropy, and Mean Squared Error (MSE) [43]. The loss function determines the difference
between the predicted value of an image and its actual class. When the loss function reaches
the minimum rate of difference, it is said that the deep learning algorithm works properly;
in any other case, the algorithm’s structure should be changed and adjusted to ensure
higher accuracy.

After setting out how a deep structure works, Figure 6 illustrates the flowcharts of
SSD [26], RCNN [44], and YOLO [45] as the most popular vehicle detection methodologies.
Each of these procedures features certain stages in the vehicle localization process, described
as follows.

www.towardsdatascience.com
www.towardsdatascience.com
www.geeksforgeeks.org
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3.1. Single Shot Multi-Box Detector (SSD)

This algorithm was trained and evaluated on the two large free-access datasets Pascal
VOC (Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modeling, and Computational Learning—Visual Object
Classes) and COCO, and gained an mAP (mean average precision) score of more than
0.74%. SSD initially converts the inputted images, whether they comprise training or test
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data, into a feature map (grid) with a size of m× n (generally, the grid has dimensions
of 8× 8). Then, multiple boxes of different sizes are placed around each cell. The sizes
and directions of these boxes are known. This is why it is called a multibox detector
algorithm. Afterwards, features are measured with the help of VGG16 as the base network,
due to its exceptional performance in classification and possession of several auxiliary
convolutional layers. These features help in measuring multiple boxes’ scores between
grids, and collecting ground truth data for each SSD class (i.e., vehicle, pedestrians).

The following equations (Equations (4)–(6)) show the process of score calcula-
tion for both ground truth boxes (d) and estimated ones (l). Here, l refers to the pre-
dicted boxes around each cell. Most corresponding ground truth boxes with l are de-
tected by a matching strategy. The parameter of c is the class (i.e., vehicle, dog, cat,
etc.), N is the number of boxes matched with l, and α is considered equal to one by
cross-validation. Each box, whether ground truth or estimated, has four parameters of
{center o f x (cx), center o f y (cy), width (w) and height (h)}.

L(x, c, l, g) =
1
N

(Lcon f (x, c) + αLloc(x, l, g) ) (4)

Lloc(x, l, g) =
N
∑

i∈Pos
∑

m∈{cx,cy,w,h}
xk

ijsmoothL1 (lm
i − ĝm

j )

ĝcx
j =

gcx
j −dcx

i
dw

i
ĝcy

j =
gcy

j −dcy
i

dh
i

ĝw
i = log

(
gw

j
dw

i

)
ĝh

i = log
(

gh
j

dh
i

) (5)

Lcon f (x, c) = −∑N
i∈Pos xp

ij log
(

ĉp
i

)
where ĉp

i =
exp (cp

i )

∑p exp (cp
i )

(6)

3.2. You Only Look Once (YOLO)

Like SSD, YOLO first converts the inputted data into S× S grids (7× 7) of the same
length and measure several bounding boxes around each grid cell (two boxes). Then,
the five parameters of cx, cy, w, h and a con f idence score are measured. The first four
parameters represent the bounding box localization, but the con f idence score refers to the
maximum percentage of overlap between the YOLO bounding boxes and the ground truth
boxes. This overlap is assessed by the Intersection Over Union (IOU) methodology, and its
output is a probability value for each cell. If we consider the number of classes that YOLO
can detect to be equal to 20, then 7× 7× (2× 5 + 20) = 1470 values can be measured for
each image. Afterwards, 26 convolutional layers are selected, of which the last two are fully
connected. A 1× 1 convolutional layer, like GoogleNet, is used for reducing the feature
space. Notably, a tiny YOLO has also been released with nine convolutional layers, which
is faster than YOLO. The final output of YOLO is a class probability, according to which a
value between zero and one is assigned to each class. Therefore, the class with the highest
value will be considered the class of the bounding box. As an image may contain no objects,
boxes with a con f idence score of near zero are eliminated, and are not considered in the
next stages (this reduces the computation time). YOLO and tiny YOLO have achieved
around 63% and 52% mAP accuracy, respectively, on the VOC 2007 dataset, but a 70%
mAP accuracy when applied on VOC 2012. The main positive of this method is its ability
to extract objects in 45 FPS (Frame Per Second), which means it is suitable for real-time
object detection.

To date, eight versions of YOLO have been released for use in object extraction.
YOLOv2 includes fine-grained features to improve the accuracy of detecting small ob-
jects [46]. Its capacity to detect small and multiscale objects was the main drawback of
YOLOv1 [45]. Yolov3 uses logistic classifiers to assign a score to each class, while the
previous ones used a SoftMax procedure [47]. YOLOv3 also employs Darknet-53 as the
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feature extraction step, with 53 convolutional layers, which is a deep neural network archi-
tecture commonly used for object detection and classification tasks. Increasing computation
time and detecting object accuracy was the main aim of YOLOv4 [48]. It verified the
negative effects of SOTA’s Bag-of-Freebies and Bag-of-Specials by use of COCO as the
training dataset. YOLOv5 has a lower volume, around 27 MB, in comparison with YOLOv4
(277 MB), both of which were released in 2020 [49]. YOLOv6 showed that if an anchor-free
procedure with Varifocal Length (VFL) is used throughout the training steps, the algorithm
can run 51% faster than other anchor-based methods [50]. YOLOv7 mainly focused on
generating accurate bounding boxes for detecting objects more precisely [51]. Recognizing
objects quickly was the foremost goal of YOLOv8, which employed a cutting-edge SOTA
model (www.ultralytics.com, accessed on 12 September 2023). This study will evaluate the
four last versions of YOLO, i.e., 5, 6, 7, and 8, for use in vehicle detection from highway
videos, because these versions are robust in detecting small objects and have optimized
computation times.

3.3. Region-Based Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN)

The semantic segmentation (region proposals) of images is the first step of RCNN
in the context of decreasing computation time [44]. The four similarities of texture, size,
fill, and color are key to initial image segmentation. Afterward, Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) are applied to each selected segment to extract its features. In this case of
feature extraction, pre-trained CNN structures, such as ResNet, VGG19, and EfficientNet,
can be used. Finally, multiple SVM procedures are trained to classify the extracted features
as a specific object, like a vehicle. Fast-RCNN simultaneously applies a CNN structure to
the whole of the inputted image and merges it with the region proposal [52]. This results
in the extraction of more features from the region’s proposal segments. Faster RCNN
uses a region proposal neural network structure instead of similarity conditions [53]. This
selective search algorithm, based on neural networks, directly impacts the generation of
high-quality region proposals. As the Faster RCNN does not use similarity conditions and
is an end-to-end algorithm, the two versions of RCNN and Fast-RCNN are not addressed
in this study.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Accuracy Evaluation

This step provides numerical information on how many vehicles have been correctly
detected. The Precision, Recall, and F1 Score accuracies are the most common aspects of
algorithm evaluation [54]. The three parameters of True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP),
and False Negative (FN) are required to measure accuracy. TP indicates the number of
vehicles detected correctly by the algorithms, while FN shows the number of non-vehicles
detected falsely as a vehicle. FP specifies the number of vehicles that have not been detected.
The Precision accuracy, based on the equations below (Equations (7)–(9)), refers to how
many vehicles in the datasets were detected properly, while Recall refers to what percentage
of the algorithm’s output was vehicles. F1 Score is a performance metric that balances
Precision and Recall.

In this stage, TP, FP, and FN are calculated for each individual frame, regardless
of whether a vehicle appears in various adjacent frames. Noticeably, as images often
include remote areas of a road wherein vehicles are rarely detected, a Region of Interest
(RoI) selection stage is needed. The vehicles in dataset II yield acceptable contextual
information, but the vehicles located in remote areas of dataset IV, for example, feature less
appropriate information. Therefore, ROI is a suitable tool that can be used to assess the
real performances of the deep learning algorithms in the context of vehicle detection and
classification; thus, the sections of the videos wherein vehicles represent less than 5% of the
frame size are not considered in the accuracy calculation because they offer little contextual
information. As shown in Table 2, which summarizes the acquired results, YOLOv7 showed
the best overall performance on nine datasets in terms of vehicle detection, with around

www.ultralytics.com
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98% accuracy. The SSD and RCNN have not shown acceptable performances in the context
of vehicle detection, with about 58% and less than 2%, respectively.

Precision =
True Positiv

True Positive + False Positive
=

TP
TP + FP

× 100 (7)

Recall =
True Positiv

True Positive + False Negative
=

TP
TP + FN

× 100 (8)

F1− score = 2× Precision× Recall
Precision + Recall

× 100 (9)

Table 2. Results acquired by the deep learning structures applied to nine datasets.

Yolov8 Yolov7 Yolov6 Yolov5 Faster RCNN SSD

Dataset I Precision 43.03 96.33 48.96 54.98 2.00< 2.00<
Recall 55.41 100.00 78.39 65.40 2.00< 2.00<

F1-score 48.44 98.13 60.27 59.74 2.00< 2.00<

Dataset II Precision 99.38 100.00 100.00 100.00 92.49 2.00<
Recall 100.00 100.00 96.78 99.11 100.00 2.00<

F1-score 99.69 100.00 98.36 99.55 96.10 2.00<

Dataset III Precision 87.84 97.36 98.25 96.74 2.00< 2.00<
Recall 83.56 100.00 99.69 100.00 2.00< 2.00<

F1-score 85.65 98.66 98.96 98.34 2.00< 2.00<

Dataset IV Precision 98.42 100.00 100.00 100.00 37.24 2.00<
Recall 99.68 99.47 96.54 96.55 98.44 2.00<

F1-score 99.05 99.73 98.24 98.24 54.04 2.00<

Dataset V Precision 96.33 97.77 95.87 94.38 2.00< 2.00<
Recall 97.96 98.69 93.14 96.73 2.00< 2.00<

F1-score 97.14 98.23 94.49 95.54 2.00< 2.00<

Dataset VI Precision 100.00 100.00 99.18 100.00 88.92 2.00<
Recall 96.57 99.98 100.00 99.23 100.00 2.00<

F1-score 98.26 99.99 99.59 99.61 94.14 2.00<

Dataset VII Precision 99.82 99.85 98.67 100.00 97.57 2.00<
Recall 78.36 86.14 80.22 85.64 98.61 2.00<

F1-score 87.80 92.49 88.49 92.26 98.09 2.00<

Dataset VIII Precision 96.28 99.43 97.65 99.44 96.73 2.00<
Recall 56.47 100.00 80.25 97.82 99.37 2.00<

F1-score 71.19 99.71 88.10 98.62 98.03 2.00<

Dataset IX Precision 100.00 98.23 98.00 99.11 73.29 2.00<
Recall 93.66 98.37 84.36 99.86 85.37 2.00<

F1-score 96.73 98.30 91.52 99.48 78.87 2.00<

Average Precision 91.23 98.77 92.95 93.85 54.69 2.00<
Recall 84.63 98.07 89.93 93.37 65.31 2.00<

F1-score 87.10 98.42 91.42 93.61 58.36 2.00<

4.2. Localization Accuracy

The localization accuracy refers to how precisely the algorithms can estimate the posi-
tions of vehicles. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), as the most common method used
in position evaluation, shows the amount of difference between the bounding box predicted
with parameters of

{
Pcx, Pcy, Pw, Ph

}
and the ground truth bounding box

{
Gcx, Gcy, Gw, Gh

}
.

As the ground truth datasets were unavailable, the bounding boxes around vehicles were
drawn by an expert. The library of labels in the Python environment [55], a useful appli-
cation for bounding box-drawing (called labeling), has been used because it is fast and
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user-friendly. In total, 200 vehicles were randomly selected, and we observed that the
YOLO versions achieved the best performance when used for localization estimation, with
RMSE values lower than 30 pixels. This value was more than 500 pixels for Faster RCNN.
Between the YOLO versions, YOLOv8 showed a weaker performance in localization esti-
mation. In the “Section 5.3”, we clearly compare the acquired and estimated localization
accuracies between the methods.

RMSEi =
n

∑
i=1

√
(Gcx − Pcx)

2
i +
(
Gcy − Pcy

)2
i + (Gw − Pw)

2
i + (Gh − Ph)

2
i (10)

where n is the number of bounding boxes considered in calculating the different localization
accuracies between the estimations of the deep learning algorithms (P) and the ground
truth (G). Gcx and Gcy are, respectively, the centers of the bounding box on the x-axis and
y-axis, and Gw, and Gh are the width and height of the ground truth bounding boxes
(G). This is also true for the bounding boxes estimated by the algorithms. Pcx and Pcy are,
respectively, the centers of the bounding boxes on the x-axis and y-axis, and Pw and Ph are
the width and height of the estimated bounding boxes (G).

4.3. Running Time

In terms of computational time, it is necessary to run the deep learning codes in
similar environments to assess which algorithm achieves faster in vehicle detection. Here,
we used a personal laptop computer system with the following specifications: Windows
10, RAM 16 G DDR3, Processors of Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4700 HQ CPU @ 2.4 GHz.
Python was used as the programming environment. During the processing of the deep
learning code, other non-relevant apps, such as web browsers, that required RAM or CPU
resources were turned off to avoid a slowdown of the processing time. Only the CPU
was considered in the analysis of the processing time. Other processors, the RAM, and
the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) were neglected. It is worth mentioning that using
GPU can sharply reduce the computation time and render the algorithms suitable for the
real-time monitoring of roadway infrastructures. Assuming a camera records 30 frames per
second (FPS = 30), an algorithm can be used in real-time monitoring if it extracts vehicles
at less than 1/30 s = 0.033 s or 33 milliseconds (ms) from each frame. Figure 7 shows the
computation times of YOLO versions and Faster RCNN on 1000 frames. As can be seen,
YOLOv5 and YOLOv8 achieved the best performance, at around 100 ms, while Faster
RCNN took about 2.5 s per frame. YOLOv7, which showed the best overall performance
out of the nine datasets in vehicle detection, required around 800 ms per frame.
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4.4. Vehicle Classification

The capacity to determine the class of each detected vehicle (i.e., private car, truck,
bus) is a strength of the deep learning structures. This is because of the availability of
free-access datasets such as COCO [56], which provide not only localization information
using bounding boxes, but also the types of each of the objects. Section 4.1 shows how the
deep learning algorithms work frame by frame, regardless of whether a vehicle appears in
multiple consecutive frames [57].

In order to evaluate errors in the classification procedure, a confusion matrix is used.
The parameters of the proposed confusion matrix can be seen in Table 3. This matrix
has two axes corresponding to an object’s actual and predicted values. For example, the
column of the car has three parameters of { PCC, PTC, PBC}, the sum of which equals the real
number of vehicles in the region. But the row of cars { PCC, PCT , PCB} displays how many
objects were detected as cars by the algorithms. The diagonal cells of { PCC, PTT , PBB} that
have been highlighted in green are true positive values, representing correctly classified
vehicles. The non-diagonal cells highlighted in orange are falsely classified vehicles. The
following three parameters, Commission Error (CE), Overall Accuracy (OA), and Omission
Error (OE), estimate the accuracy of the classification. Equations (11)–(17) show how the
OA, CE, and OE parameters are measured to complete the confusion matrix. This algorithm
performs best when the OA is near 100%, and the CE and OE are close to 0%. Table 4
displays the confusion matrix evaluated for each dataset, wherein the OA of each region
is highlighted in grey. Similar to the vehicle detection results obtained in Section 4.1, the
YOLOv7 algorithm again showed the best performance in object classification. In the
Section 5.3, the acquired confusion matrixes are assessed in greater depth in order to better
understand the algorithm’s performance.

Overall Accuracy =
PCC + PTT + PBB

PCC + PCT + PCB + PTC + PTT + PTB + PBC + PBT + PBB
× 100 (11)

CEC =
PCT + PCB

PCC + PCT + PCB
× 100 (12)

CET =
PTC + PTB

PTC + PTT + PTB
× 100 (13)

CEB =
PBC + PBT

PBC + PBT + PBB
× 100 (14)

OEC =
PTC + PBC

PCC + PTC + PBC
× 100 (15)

OET =
PCT + PBT

PCT + PTT + PBT
× 100 (16)

OEB =
PCB + PTB

PCB + PTB + PBB
× 100 (17)

Table 3. Parameters of a confusion matrix used for classification accuracy evaluation.

Actual

Car Truck Bus Commission Error

Predicted

Car PCC PCT PCB CEC

Truck PTC PTT PTB CET

Bus PBC PBT PBB CEB

Omission Error OEC OET OEB Overall Accuracy
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Table 4. Confusion matrix of YOLO versions used for the evaluation of vehicle classification. A grey
color is used to highlight the OA.

Yolov8 Yolov7 Yolov6 Yolov5
Car Truck Bus Car Truck Bus Car Truck Bus Car Truck Bus

Car 115 12 0 9.45 255 3 0 1.16 131 6 0 4.38 144 6 0 4.00
Dataset

I Truck 3 14 0 17.65 7 29 0 19.44 3 22 0 12.00 12 17 0 41.38

Bus 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 3 0 N/A
2.54 46.15 N/A 88.97 2.67 9.38 N/A 96.60 2.24 21.43 N/A 94.44 7.69 34.62 N/A 89.94

Car 63 0 0 0.00 63 0 0 0.00 62 3 0 4.62 60 0 0 0.00
Dataset

II Truck 0 10 0 0.00 0 11 0 0.00 1 8 0 11.11 3 11 0 21.43

Bus 0 1 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A
d 0.00 9.09 N/A 98.65 0.00 0.00 N/A 100.00 1.59 27.27 N/A 94.59 4.76 0.00 N/A 95.95

Car 50 4 0 7.41 59 1 0 1.67 51 4 0 7.27 49 6 0 10.91
Dataset

III Truck 2 10 0 16.67 2 11 0 15.38 3 11 0 21.43 1 12 0 7.69

Bus 2 3 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 1 0 N/A 3 4 0 N/A
7.41 41.18 N/A 84.51 3.28 8.33 N/A 95.89 5.56 26.67 N/A 88.57 7.55 45.45 N/A 81.33

Car 1405 66 17 5.58 1402 55 7 4.23 1410 62 14 5.11 1408 60 6 4.48
Dataset

IV Truck 9 264 16 8.65 12 284 11 7.49 6 276 15 7.07 8 272 18 8.72

Bus 0 18 27 40.00 0 9 42 17.65 0 10 31 24.39 0 16 36 30.77
0.64 23.26 55.00 93.08 0.85 18.39 30.00 94.84 0.42 20.69 48.33 94.13 0.56 21.84 40.00 94.08

Car 2758 2 1 0.11 2758 2 0 0.07 2758 3 0 0.11 1750 2 0 0.11
Dataset

V Truck 0 6 1 14.29 0 6 1 14.29 0 5 2 28.57 6 6 1 14.29

Bus 0 0 3 0.00 0 0 4 0.00 0 0 3 0.00 0 0 4 0.00
0.00 25.00 40.00 99.86 0.00 20.00 20.00 99.89 0.00 37.50 40.00 99.82 0.34 25.00 20.00 99.49

Car 494 13 0 2.56 503 11 0 2.14 496 13 0 2.55 481 16 0 3.22
Dataset

VI Truck 44 72 0 37.93 35 76 0 31.53 39 69 0 36.11 57 71 0 44.53

Bus 0 9 5 64.29 0 7 5 58.33 0 10 5 66.67 0 7 5 58.33
8.18 23.40 0.00 89.64 6.51 19.15 0.00 91.68 7.29 25.00 0.00 90.19 10.59 24.47 0.00 87.44

Car 183 13 0 6.63 282 3 0 1.05 237 6 0 2.47 245 6 0 2.39
Dataset

VII Truck 17 29 0 36.96 5 61 0 7.58 11 50 0 18.03 13 48 0 21.31

Bus 87 23 4 3.51 0 1 4 20.00 39 9 4 7.69 29 11 4 90.91
36.24 55.38 0.00 60.67 1.74 4.69 0.00 97.47 17.42 23.08 0.00 91.80 14.63 26.15 0.00 90.83

Car 438 20 0 4.37 438 0 0 0.00 438 0 0 0.00 438 0 0 0.00
Dataset

VIII Truck 0 58 0 0.00 0 268 0 0.00 0 263 0 0.00 0 266 0 0.00

Bus 0 214 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 5 0 N/A 0 2 0 N/A
0.00 79.86 N/A 67.95 0.00 0.00 N/A 100.00 0.00 1.87 N/A 99.29 0.00 0.75 N/A 99.72

Car 149 2 0 1.32 152 0 0 0.00 151 7 0 4.43 150 8 0 5.06
Dataset

IX Truck 3 14 0 17.65 0 19 0 0.00 1 12 0 7.69 2 9 0 18.18

Bus 0 3 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A 0 2 0 N/A
1.97 26.32 N/A 95.32 0.00 0.00 N/A 100.00 0.66 36.84 N/A 95.32 1.32 52.63 N/A 92.98

5. Discussion
5.1. Datasets Challenges and Advantages

This section addresses the challenges the selected video datasets met in covering an
important portion of the possible scenarios that could arise in traffic flow monitoring. These
various and representative datasets can be used to evaluate cutting-edge deep learning
vehicle detection algorithms more completely. First, illumination changes and shadow,
as the most important challenge met by radiometric cameras due to their sensitivity to
brightness, appear in datasets IV and V (Figure 8a,b). Secondly, a large variety of vehicles,
ranging from private cars with diverse sizes and colors to large heavy vehicles such as
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buses, can be found in dataset VIII (Figure 8c) and dataset IV (Figure 8a). These vehicles
can be found in several countries, such as Canada and England. Notably, a range of fields
of view, set by different relations between the cameras and road surfaces (i.e., vertical,
low oblique, high oblique), were considered as they provide different types of contextual
information. For example, more vehicle bodies can be recorded by high oblique cameras
(dataset VIII), while the top parts of vehicles can only be recorded by cameras with a
vertical view (dataset VII) (Figure 8c,d).
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Furthermore, the variation in scale of each individual vehicle is another challenge
for the algorithms, which must be robust in this situation (Figure 8e,f). This variation is
caused by the perspectives of cameras, meaning that an object near the camera will show a
larger scale than more distant objects. The selected datasets also cover different weather
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conditions such as rainy and foggy to assess whether the algorithms can still detect vehicles
(Figure 8g,h). Finally, vehicle occlusion, shown in Figure 8i, is another parameter that
was covered by the datasets. The YOLOv7 algorithm seemed to work properly in such
situations of unclear or inaccurate information.

5.2. Parameters Sensitivity

This section discusses various models of each YOLO version in terms of their com-
putation time and acquired classification accuracy. The authors of the YOLO structures,
unlike SSD or RCNN, released the five models of {n, s, m, l, x}, which have been sorted
based on obtained accuracy and volume of parameters [28]. These models are generated via
trial-and-error. Table 5 displays the model given by YOLOv8, with input values of image
size—640 × 640, mean average precision (mAP), and parameter volume (million). The
parameter volume includes network architecture, activation functions, learning rate, batch
size, regularization techniques, and optimization algorithms. As can be seen, the YOLOv8n
showed a faster performance on the COCO dataset, while the lowest accuracy in object
classification. Although the model of YOLOv8x showed the greatest computation time and
the best classification accuracy, we also tested this model on our dataset. We observed that
it failed to improve vehicle detection accuracy in comparison to YOLOv8n, but also has
the potential to extract false objects (Figure 9a). Since the real-time monitoring of vehicles
is the main purpose of ITS, the model of {n} has been used across all YOLO versions.
Figure 9b compares the YOLO versions, and we can see that YOLOv8 exhibited superior
performance in COCO classification. However, our study demonstrates that YOLOv8 had
a lower classification accuracy than YOLOv7 when applied to the highway datasets. To
gain a deeper understanding of the parameters mentioned in Table 5 and the methods of
calculating them, it is recommended to refer to the paper [58] for further insights.
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Table 5. Summary of YOLOv8 models.

Model Size (Pixels) mAPval Speed CPU ONNX Speed A100 Tensor RT Params (M) FLOPs

YOLOv8n 640 37.3 80.4 0.99 3.2 8.7
YOLOv8s 640 44.9 128.4 1.20 11.2 28.6
YOLOv8m 640 50.2 234.7 1.83 25.9 78.9
YOLOv8l 640 52.9 375.2 2.39 43.7 165.2
YOLOv8x 640 53.9 479.1 3.53 68.2 257.8

5.3. Algorithms Comparison

This stage gives comparative information about the algorithms regarding vehicle
detection, computation time, localization, and classification. Table 4 displays the accuracy
acquired by the algorithms when applied to the nine selected datasets. As can be seen,
YOLOv7 achieved the best vehicle detection accuracy, with a performance of 98.77%,
while Faster RCNN and SSD showed the weakest performance, at about 50%. Also, the
localization accuracy of Faster RCNN (Figure 10) and its computation time (Figure 7) were
lower than those of the YOLO versions. According to our experimentation, Faster RCNN
and SSD algorithms are unsuitable for use in highway vehicle detection. Except for dataset
I, where YOLOv7 clearly showed the best detection performance, all YOLO versions have
shown an acceptable vehicle detection performance above 90%. This means all YOLO
versions work properly in day and nighttime, such as shown in dataset IV, reaching an
accuracy above 98%. Also, all YOLO algorithms, especially YOLOv7, work properly in
the diverse weather conditions presented in datasets I and III, with an accuracy of around
90%. In addition, our series of tests have demonstrated that the camera resolutions, angle
of view (vertical, oblique, high oblique), diversity of vehicles, and even vehicle rear/front
view have not negatively impacted the YOLO results. It is logical to conclude that the
version YOLOv7 is the best vehicle detection and localization model. The recall accuracy of
YOLOv7 was also the highest compared to the other models, while it was slower in terms
of computation time.

One noteworthy observation is the remarkable performance of all YOLO versions,
especially YOLOv7, when applied to nighttime datasets (dataset IV and dataset V). The
results underscore YOLOv7’s exceptional capacity for accurately detecting vehicles dur-
ing low light conditions, with an impressive accuracy exceeding 99%. Following closely,
YOLOv8 also demonstrated a commendable performance, achieving an accuracy rate of ap-
proximately 98%. This outcome showcases the robustness and adaptability of these YOLO
versions, shedding light on their potential applications in scenarios wherein darkness chal-
lenges visibility. These findings validate the efficacy of these models, and emphasize their
relevance to real-world applications wherein nighttime surveillance and object detection
are essential.

Following vehicle detection, a critical parameter for algorithm evaluation is the ac-
curacy of classifying vehicles into car, truck, and bus categories. In this case, the OA
(Equation (11)) parameter in Table 4 again shows that YOLOv7 was the best classifier,
achieving a value of 97.37%, followed by YOLOv6 at 94.24%. Furthermore, the sums of
errors of CE (Equations (12)–(14)) and OE (Equations (15)–(17)) were obtained per class in
Table 4. As can be seen, private cars were more accurately detected, with the lowest errors
of around 10%, while trucks and buses represented the greatest challenge in classification.
The confusion matrix of dataset VIII presented in Table 4 shows the lowest rates of OE
and CE errors. This is because oblique-view cameras capture more contextual information,
which aids the algorithms in achieving superior classification.
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5.4. Comparison with Previous Studies

We here introduce a novel method for comparing state-of-the-art vehicle detection
algorithms. This comparison process makes us of challenging highway video datasets with
various angles of view. These challenging datasets have not been addressed in previous
studies, such as the one by Kim and Sung [30], which conducted a similar comparison
between RCNN, SSD, and YOLO. They did not evaluate the algorithms in different illumi-
nation contexts, such as nighttime, and different weather conditions. Also, they customized
the weights of each algorithm on their training data, which is time-consuming. Indeed,
needing no additional training data is one benefit of our work. We suggest that future
researchers use the primary model of each released algorithm for vehicle detection, without
using any training data. Likewise, Song and Liang [59] used thousands of training data in
customizing the weights of YOLO.

Similarly, Zhang, Hu [37] tried to enhance the performance of SSD for vehicle detec-
tion at night. Despite improving the SSD algorithm and achieving better detection and
classification accuracy, its acquired accuracies (around 89%) are still lower than those of the
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YOLO versions (at about 98%). Neupane and Horanont [60] used the models produced by
the YOLO versions as the base for transfer learning when enhancing training data, similarly
to the previous works. In this case, they did not consider various cameras with different
resolutions, or even illumination changes. Also, the enhanced YOLOs were not assessed in
both night and daytime. A couple of studies on vehicle-board cameras have been published
in the context of the evaluation of deep learning in vehicle detection [35,36]. Since these
cameras have a completely different structures and fields of view from highway ones, this
is not an effective way to compare the algorithms.

In conclusion, there is no need for additional training data to enhance the performance
of YOLO versions in vehicle detection. The released versions of YOLO work effectively
in vehicle detection and classification, without any considerable errors in localization.
Heavy trucks are detected more accurately when the camera’s angle of view is oblique,
while private cars are detectable with precision from any direction of view. Noticeably, the
algorithm can be run in real-time situations if a GPU processor is used.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we have compared state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms, such as
SSD, RCNN, and different versions of YOLO, for vehicle detection. These deep learning
structures have been trained and tested on thousands of images acquired from highway
cameras and contained in the COCO library. Nine video cameras facing potential challenges
were selected for a fair and general comparison, covering a large spectrum of vehicle
positions and shapes. These challenging datasets cover numerous angles of view between
the camera and road, with different qualities of video (from both day and night) and
variations in the scale of vehicles. The YOLO versions, particularly YOLOv7, achieved
the best detection and localization accuracy, and the most accurate vehicle classification
results for cars, trucks, and buses. In addition, the computation time of the YOLOs was
under one-tenth of a second when using a CPU processor. This means the running time
will be near real-time if GPU and RAM are used in addition to a CPU processor. With an
accuracy in vehicle detection of about 98%, the YOLO versions can generally be used for
ITS purposes such as real-time traffic flow monitoring.

In future research, it is strongly recommended to further evaluate deep learning archi-
tectures by application to Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) videos, which can encompass
larger road areas. This will address the significant lack of accuracy in the classification of
heavy vehicles, such as buses, which should be a priority. Furthermore, investigating the
potential for the accurate localization and tracking of detected vehicles is crucial. These
enhancements are anticipated to yield more realistic data for road traffic simulators.
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